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Shower head diverter brushed nickel

Photo: Happy Stock Photo (Shutterstock) If you've ever taken a morning shower without first brushing your teeth, you might have shared in my observation that the magic of showering loses a bit of its oomph when your mouth still tastes like a dank, bat-filled coffee cave. (Bats are my teeth.) To solve this, I recently started getting into the habit of brushing my
teeth before my showers. This works fine, but what is brushing your teeth if it's not a shower on the inside of your mouth? Why don't we combine the two? This is by no means a new idea. Haters will say this is disgusting, but they're wrong. It's okay, actually. The ew, gross reaction is a result you have never tried it, or because of vague concepts that your
armpit runoff will get on toothbrush hairs, or because of the potential for moisture-related bacteria growth. That would actually be disgusting, but you're not a monster, and you can probably handle these obstacles. Worth. Enjoying cold beer in a hot shower is one of the most glorious perks of being an adult. What beer... Read moreFor what, you ask? Because
a medium toothbrush shower also has some fun new benefits that the traditional method lacks. When you're done brushing, you don't have to carefully target your spit in the sink, no no! Instead, you can recreate one of Tyra Banks' most uneven moments (it's a long list). G/O Media can get a CommissionReady to give it a go? Here's the method I use: Start
the shower. Don't go in there yet! While the water is heating up, squeeze some toothpaste into this toothbrush. Check your teeth in the mirror for any visible detritus that you won't be able to see once you're in the shower. Start brushing. Make sure the shower's nice and warm, and then get in there. By this time, you should be about halfway done brushing, so
tilt your head back, get that hair nice and moist, and enjoy the refreshing contrast of hot water against the mint fresh breeze in your mouth. When you're done brushing, dribble all that foam out and let the shower wash away. Give the brush a quick rinse under the shower head, then lean out of the shower and put your toothbrush in his house. (If your
bathroom configuration doesn't allow this, consider a wall-mounted shower toothbrush holder. I would recommend taking it out of the shower when you're done, because that's how things are done.) Finish your shower and get out. So proceed: let the mint foam roll under your chin and into the drain. If he ever grows old, He doesn't have one yet. Photo:
istockphoto.comAlthough old and corroded shower head not only looks attractive for showering down, but the outdated model may cost you more in your monthly water bill. For a quick solution, replace the shower head with an energy efficient low flow model. This newer option doesn't mean low pressure either, it just uses less water per minute, which saves
resources in the long run. Follow Follow Steps to learn how to change a shower head and install a new fixed-mount or handheld shower head with ease. Tools &amp; MaterialsStep 1 Shake the old shower head. First, try turning it counterclockwise a few times to see if you can remove it manually; If it doesn't move, grab the towel and tools for help. Wrap a
cloth around the shower arm-tube connecting the shower head to the wall-to protect it from damage as you hold onto it with slip-joint pliers. Then tighten the adjustable key around the base of the head and turn it counterclockwise until it is removed from the hand. Photo: istockphoto.comStep 2As there is likely some rust, scale, and other debris left behind
your old shower head, use the rag to clean in and out of hand. Not only will this clear a path for better pressure and cleaner shower water, but it will also make the installation process of your new shower head much easier. Step 3 Find the order of linear grooves, also called threads, at the end of the shower arm, and apply two or three passages of Teflon tape
onto them in a clockwise direction. Press the tape firmly on the threads with your fingers with each wrapper so that you can start to see them through the tape. This specialty plumbing tape acts as a seal: When you turn on a new shower head, it ensures a comfortable fit and prevents water flow from leaking where the material screws together. Keep the tape
handy, since you might need it again when checking for leaks at the end of the installation. Step 4 Now, it's time to install your replacement head. If you are installing a fixed-mount model, you should be able to jump it up manually. Simply place the new head on the shower arm and turn it clockwise until it is safely in place. Make sure you follow any special
instructions from the manufacturer. If you are installing a simple hand-held model, screw the bracket from the new shower head holder to the end of the arm clockwise, then attach the end of the shower hose to the bracket. As always, check to see if the manufacturer has additional instructions. Step 5 I tried to wash your hands of this job, check for any leaks
that could lead to spray waste and high water bills. After installing the new shower head, take a step back and turn on the water for a few minutes. If you see any streams of water coming from the wrong parts of the material, turn off the water once again so that you can disassemble the head and secure it with more Teflon tape. then secure it tightly in the
hand. Repeat steps 3 to 5 until your shower head is leak-free. To ensure that your new material works properly and water flows freely in the long run, clean your shower head at the first signs of franks or lower water pressure in order to keep the scaly build-up at bay. You can either use a cleaner or unscrew the head and put it in the dishwasher. Whatever
maintenance approach you choose, select, make sure to clean it regularly so you have a refreshing shower for years to come. Photo: joe.ieIs your shower head failing to perform as well as you once did? If so, then chances are good that it's time to clean the shower head, eliminating scaly build-up within the fixture in order to restore the power of its flow. It's
easy to do and you'll be glad you took the short time it takes to complete the task. Photo: shutterstock.comPay attention first to flexible rubber nozzles through which most younger types of shower heads send water to the stable. Over time, these nozzles become clogged with mineral deposits that endanger the appendix and worsen its performance. Rub the
nozzles with a toothbrush to extract any deposits you can reach, but be careful not to rub the soft rubber too strongly. Also, avoid the use of strong chemical cleaners, because they too can damage the nozzles. Unplug the shower head and, after consulting the manufacturer's instructions for information specific to your own model, extract the filter screen.
(This can usually be found near where the shower head is connected to the water supply pipe.) Run the filter under the faucet while gently rubbing with a toothbrush. Once it's clean, reassemble and reinstall the shower head and try it. You may notice a big difference-or you can't. Removing mineral accumulation certainly should improve flow through the
fixture, but if you have always had a problem with the water pressure in your home, you should not expect that cleaning the shower head will magically overcome weak pressure. Alternative method (The Easy Way)The first step-rubbing of shower head nozzles with a toothbrush-can not manage to remove all mineral deposits. This is ok: You can clean the
rest with household vinegar. Its mild acidity actually dissolves deposits. Fill a plastic bag with vinegar. Place the bag over the shower head so that the nozzles are completely submerged. Secure the bag with a zipper or binder clip. Remove the bag after leaving it in place for several hours or during the night. Remember to run the shower for a minute before
jumping to take a bath-you don't want to end up smelling like salad dressing, do you? A slow-draining guest bathtub, a squeaky linen closet door: Fixing routine household issues is très boring when you have sexier projects on your mind, such as building a kitchen that will make Ina Garten jealous. With the next year, though, these daily annoyances will get.
And then. Your. Nerves. That's why we rounded up 11 smart fixes for tasks floating at the bottom of most homeowners' to-do lists. You can knock them out in a single weekend and still have plenty of time to go back in search of reshaping ideas on Pinterest when you're done. 1. Remove Shower Drain Gunk with Zip Tie Recover the value of a hair wig by
connecting three or four four ties and notch them every half inch with a pair of scissors. Remove the drain catches and feed the chain into the drain. Rotate it around to catch as much clog-inducing hair as possible, pull it out, remove gunk, and repeat as needed. Rinse the makeshift chain and hide it for your next clog. Meanwhile, use a drain plug to catch
some of the hair. 2. Un-Stick Door Locks Home Maintenance Tips Keep the vintage wallpaper, but upgrade the time- and money-draining retro thermostat to be programmable. Home maintenance tips store your cash for the most important things, such as, you know, your mortgage. Home maintenance tips Even if you think they're already starting to freeze.
Home Maintenance Tips Telltale signs you're flubbing homeowner maintenance, such as parking on the grass. Home maintenance tips avoid remorse by knowing what questions to ask a REALTOR® or owner before you commit to a new home. Skillfully waving your basic garage work to get on your lawnmower, but it won't do in an emergency. Save yourself
a trip to the home center for powdered graphite lubricant and DIY your own for oil up glass locks. Twist a mechanical pencil or trim away the wood of a traditional pencil to expose a few inches of graphite. Insert the exposed toner into the sticky lock. You can force it if necessary, as it will become dust anyway. Drag the key in and out to dissolve the toner and
turn it into the lock cylinder to the lubricant for loose unlocking. 3. Refinish Cruddy bathroom fixtures with spray paint no matter how much you rub, those polished metal fixtures that had to look shiny and clean all the time just don't. Most of the time, they look disgusting. That's why interior designer Lara Fishman of Storm Interiors in Los Angeles warns
customers that polished metal can be hard to maintain. They're dirt magnets and fingerprints. Storage Ideas &amp; Hacks Start Storing These Egg Boxes! Painting &amp; Lighting Painting concrete surfaces requires more skills, tools, and time than throwing a coat on drywall. Here's how to do it right. Home Maintenance Tips Telltale signs you're flubbing
homeowner maintenance, such as parking on the grass. But if they work well, replacing them is a waste of landfill. So create your own do-over and spray their color with a coat of matte, metallic paint. It's easier than Think. Simply remove them from your bathroom sink, spread them out on a protected surface, and give them a sharp new coat of primer and
color of your choice. 4. Stop a spewing shower head with white vinegar your hair looking a little flat after a shower? Can't you wash off all that deep conditioner? It could be the spray is not strong or targeted enough because of the build-up of sediment in your shower. Fill a medium-sized freezer bag halfway with white vinegar and dip your shower head into it.
Wrap a thick rubber band around the bag to secure it secure shower head and leave it overnight. In the morning, remove the bag and let the shower run at least two minutes before the shower (so you won't smell like vinegar). 5. Silence Noisy hinges with olive oil or grease. Seriously. Skip commercial lubricants, which, according to online delivery, may or
may not be the cause of the horror movie sound effects of your door. The thing is, your hinges need lubrication. And the oils in your kitchen will do the job just as well, and maybe better. Olive oil, vegetable oil, coconut oil, etc. Just be careful to clean up first, and don't overdo it. Leaving excess oil on a dirty surface can make the oil turn rancid. 6. Smooth Out
Beaten-Up Wood Trim with nail polish A nickname on a gorgeous, shellac-ed ledge that is original for your 1955 bungalow may go unnoticed for now, but will grow worse over time. Grab a bottle of plain topcoat nail polish and fill the wood craters for a uniform surface. Allow it to dry completely and gently evenly any resulting bumps with thin sandpaper. 7.
Clean gutters without a ladder that cleans out gutters takes a (deservedly) bad rap to be a total pain. Cindy Stumpo, founder of C. Stumpo Development Inc. and an expert who appears on HGTV's Tough as Nails, has hacked the embarrassing project. Attaches a long PVC pipe to a leaf fan to avoid the ladder. Genius! 8. Fasten a vinyl or linoleum floor tear
with hairdryer The oddly placed floor mat hasn't fooled anyone since you accidentally tore a spot or two on your linoleum floor when crawling on this (wonderful!) flea-buying hutch find. Don't worry, just take off your dryer. Use warm air to stretch the material and reconnect it to the sub-floor as the glue melts. (Don't worry. 9. Silence Squeaky Floorboards with
talcum powder The spot on the treadmill you've been trained to avoid is actually a super simple low maintenance fix. Spray talcum powder over problem tables, then wipe the dust into the cracks between the tables with a makeup brush. Because it's really moisture that causes the creaks (who knew?), and the dust will enjoy it right up. 10. Stretch lamp
switches with LEDs you would rather endure a dark road for weeks than go through the hassle of dragging out a ladder to reach the safety light. Sean Dore, owner of Mr. Electric of Baton Rouge, La., says it invested in LEDs already. You'll have bright light you don't have to change them for years and years! 11. Stash Paint Samples for Quick Touch-Ups
These wall abrasions off the backs of your chairs, rearranges furniture, and tries to cing a dining table through a door without getting it apart first to your walls a sad, dingy look. Forgo the fall fabric and white overalls for great color jobs by stealing this trick from Monica Mangin, DIY expert and host of Lowe's original series Of The Weekender: Keep small pots
of your paint colors and a small brush handy. Covering the trinkets and dings will take five minutes flat! Related: 7 things to paint instead of replacing to save money
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